
 
Application HYDRA APAIS 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Who am I ? 
I’m Jérémie, a french boy who leave in Bordeaux (wine area). I got 26 years and play eve since 5 
years. I’m currently a member of Blue sun. [BLUE.] in Darkness [DARK.] since 6 month. 
I got 4 eve account ( 2 subcap pilot – 2 triage II pilot – 1 super pilot [Aeon] – 1 booster ) 
 
 
Timezone and time to play EvE 
I play in EUTZ and I got a lot of time to play live, something like 5 to 10hours pear day. 
I love pvp and large fleet, I like solo pvp but I prefere large fleet. 
 
Sponsor(s) in The Collective and NC 
Cookiebouquet [COL] 

Kock Vorlon [DICE] 
 
 
Why do you want to join COL ? 
I want to join The Collective cause since you leave from Deklein I’m really sad and yes I miss you 
guys. Because without Gorborn, Evil Cain, Cookiebouquet, Jizzah, Toma , now this is not the 
same  and yeah I want to join COL. 
I just want pvp  
 
ZKillboard link  
 
Hydra Apais ==> https://zkillboard.com/character/90245570/ 
Maelyna Shimaya ==> https://zkillboard.com/character/93785473/ 
Hailisse Ozran ==> https://zkillboard.com/character/94082413/ 
 
Usual participation in fleet : 100% in EUTZ (morning and afternoon) 

 
My Expectations in COL and NC. 
-          I apply here for pvp and large fleet, to play with true guys like you, follow fc order, and do 
my best in fleet. 
-          I apply also for nullsec sov warfare content, because I love it. I love CTA who escalate, 
stratop , red pen etc… and yes I participate also to all fun fleet I can. 
-          Make wreak again 
-          Kills kills kills 
 
Something bad in my candidacy? 

https://zkillboard.com/character/90245570/
https://zkillboard.com/character/93785473/
https://zkillboard.com/character/94082413/


Yes I got a disadvantage; I think is my English, because I’m poor French. But I know how to make 
me understand. I understand everything in English oral but as you can see I make lot of 
grammatical mistake (and it’s the same in my oral English). 
 
My gameplay 
-          Always on teamspeak 
-          Always log on jabber or discord 
-          Always up for pvp and try go grab every fleet I can 
-          I stay on the main staging while waiting for the fleet 
-          Don’t need to make isk 
-          To make quickly the administrative part 
-          Never make drama with other players I am discreet and efficient I think 
 
And what do you fly ? And how your  SPs are distributed 
 
 

 
ACCOUNT 1 
Hydra Apais             62 958 123 SP 
Ship : a lot of subcap 80% - Apostle/Mino triage II  
(main char) Also abble to fly all cruiser V, logi V, srategic cruiser, blops 
 
 

 
ACCOUNT 2 
Hailisse Ozran          40 056 215 SP 
Ship : lot of subcap – command ship V (wc V) – HIC V – Covert cyno 
 
 

 
ACCOUNT 3 
Maelyna Shimaya    45 342 305 SP 
Ship : Aeon dedicated toon, and apostle triage II 
 
 



 
ACCOUNT 4 
Vooodooo                 9 314 918  SP 
Ship : Vindicator only because it’s Highsec incursion pilot 
 
 
 
Why I want to leave [BLUE.] to join [COL] ? 
My current corporation doesn’t like pvp and prefer make isk in deklein and since The Collective 
leave [DARK.] I have lost the motivation to continue here. I would play with people who like pvp, 
and get good fight. 
I know sometime in EvE content is poor but I feel like a fish in water (sorry it’s French expression) 
when we get Ping on discord for fleet, CTA, redpen, drunk fleet for sure also. 
I try to motivate my corpmate to pvp but nothing to do with them, they break my motivation. 
 
 
 
What games other than Eve do you play? 
- 85% of my time is EVE 
- 5% BF1 
- 5% Overwatch 
- 5% Arma III Epoch mod 
 
Tell uѕ about your history in Eve. Where have you been? What have you done? Who 

are your friends? Your enemies? What was your most memorable fight? 

I have begin EVE with some friend in LS, But I quickly left for Nullsec and SOV warfare. I 

spent about a year in SOV Warfare, then I tested the Wormhole with a group from France 

(The Blue Division). Wormhole is a good experience but the content is poor. Now I know for 

me SOV warfare is my best experience in EVE. Like first M-O battle, 2
nd

 M-O battle for 

keepstar, battle of nalvula where I had the chance to come with my super 

 I've been at Darkness for 6 months now and I want to continue my story with COL in NC 

 
You are in a Cerberus in a fleet sitting on a gate at 0 with a gigantic fleet camping 

you on the other side when 20 bombers decloak and all launch bombs on you. What 

do you do? 
Overheat my hardener in case the FC dont see that, and wait for FC order. And noBC for bomb 
damage, no MWD, dont stay static 
 
Yоu are roaming with an alliance member‚ both of уou in Orthrus’s‚ and spot a lone 

Drake on a gate in an emptу system. What do you do? 
I need to have some intel from this drake, first of all, I go on Zkilloboard to check this guys 

fast, to see if it's not a trap, fast because he can go away , (if i'm in interceptor i will check 

fast this other side of the gate) btw orthrus vs drake  , we should be safe, he can cyno 

anything i will be out of range for him and for anything he can drop. If we engage him we 

need to know what on the orther side of the gate, one inty should be perfect to check and 

point him during 1min if he jump. 
 
What is your favourite pvp ship ? Please provide a fitting with it and go through the 

thought process you make when selecting the modules. 



 

[Stratios, Stratios] 
1600mm Steel Plates II 
Energized Adaptive Nano Membrane II 
Energized Adaptive Nano Membrane II 
Drone Damage Amplifier II 
Damage Control II 
 

Sensor Booster II 
Warp Scrambler II 
Warp Disruptor II 
50MN Cold-Gas Enduring Microwarpdrive 
Fleeting Compact Stasis Webifier 
 
Core Probe Launcher II 
Covert Ops Cloaking Device II 
Medium Unstable Power Fluctuator I 
E50 Prototype Energy Vampire 
Small Diminishing Power System Drain I 
 
Medium Trimark Armor Pump II 
Medium Trimark Armor Pump II 
Medium Trimark Armor Pump II 
 
Vespa EC-600 x5 
Hobgoblin II x6 
Warrior II x5 
Hammerhead II x7 
Imperial Navy Curator x4 
 
Sisters Core Scanner Probe x8 
Nanite Repair Paste x82 
Scan Resolution Script x1 

 
 
I have hunt lot of time with that one. I use it to explore wormhole chain and kill some shit or try to 
find some good customer , this fit got 3point, i can easily kill venture, prospect, or some stabed 
guy. Have scramble is really important also if i try to kill collaps battleship with friend (he cant 
mjd). I love find good intel in wormhole, Low slot are basic passive tank fit. med slot we can 
switch sebo for cap  recharger, or capbooster, but usually I got enough of cap. 
 
Good point (for this fit) :  
- good passive tank 
- 3 point / web 
- dps is not bad 
- cheap fit 

Bad point (for this fit) :  
- Buffer armor tank (so slow) 
- Can't be drop , because of mass , it's better with shield tank, or active armor tank 
- Can be out of capa without backup 
 
 
 



It's a really hot day and you are very thirsty. You have a bottle of water which is 

almost empty and 1$ in your pocket. There is a kid selling lemonade in a stand 

across the street for $0.50 per large cup. A boy and his grandfather approach you 

together and the boy says, "excuse me sir, today is really hot and my grandfather 

and i would like to know if you can help us". what do you do? 
heuuuuuuuuuuuuu uuu uu u , what is this question ? sorry i'm not sure to understand but I will try 
to answer. 
I would buy two lemonade from the kid, one for the grandfather and one for the boy. And I would 
keep my rest of water for myself. I don't know what sort of situation that can happen but yeah ok 
this is my answer. 
 
 
I hope your eyes do not bleed because of my English xD 
 
 
 
HYDRA APAIS 
 
 

 

 


